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(57) Abstract: Systems, methods and fabrication processes relating to memory devices involving data bus inversion are disclosed.

o According to one illustrative implementation, a memory device may comprise a memory core, circuitry that receives a data bus in -
version (DBI) bit associated with a data signal as input directly, without transmission through DBI logic associated with an input

o buffer, and circuitry that stores the DBI bit into the memory core, reads the DBI bit from the memory core, and provides the DBI bit
as output. In further implementations, memory devices herein may store and process the DBI bit on an internal data bus as a regular
data bit.
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This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
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Group I: Claims 1-2, 11-12, 21-22, 32-33, 43, 50-51, 58-59, 65. 71. 79. 91-92, 95-96, 101, 110, 119, 129, 139, 146, 153-154, 160, 166,
170-171 , and 174 are directed toward an SRAM memory device comprising: a memory core and formatting DBI formatted data to
non-DBI formatted data
Group II: Claims 6 1 and 156 are directed toward a DBI formatted bus comprising a decoupling capacitor.

The inventions listed as Groups l-ll do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons:
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indicating whether the data bus is to be inverted. However, this common feature is previously disclosed by US 2010/0214138 A 1
(HOLLIS). Hollis discloses a DBI formatted bus or a system/device including a DBI formatted bus (a DBI bit on a DBI line; paragraph
[0036]), the DBI formatted bus comprising: a data configured such that no more than half the data bits are set to either high or low
(balancing bits D0-D7 if the bus contains an unbalanced logical values of 's or '1's; paragraph [0037]); and a DBI data bit indicating
whether the data bus is to be inverted (inverting bits on the bus while the DBI bit output is ; paragraph [0037]).

Since the common technical feature is previously disclosed by the Hollis reference, this common feature is not special and so Groups l-ll
lack unity.
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